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ENGLISH
“Transforming outdoor spaces into true oasis, with the unique purpose of drawing people together and celebrating life” - Marcel Wanders.
The Suave collection, “soft” in English, is the result of a 5-year collaboration between world-renown design studio Marcel Wanders and
Spanish furniture company VONDOM.
This collaboration plays a key role in VONDOM’s growth, by launching the first collection in the company’s history that binds new materials,
textures and fabrics to create a more sophisticated and elegant outdoor experience.
First and foremost, the Suave collection blends the boundaries between indoor and outdoor furniture and achieves a higher level of
softness, comfort and relaxation.
With the Suave collection, VONDOM introduces a new incredibly resistant production method - injected polyurethane- and challenges a
decade of production methods that placed the company in the roadmap of international design furniture.
Re-inventing itself, VONDOM carries out meticulous manufacturing overseen by over 20 specialists, who worked closely with Marcel
Wanders to realize his dream.
Fusing craftsmanship with advanced technology, attention to detail with industrial manufacture, and blurring the boundaries between
indoor and outdoor, the Suave collection is the reflection of this great synergy.
Pieces in the collection include a modular sofa, puff in five different sizes and stylish planters, available in three different sizes. Overall, new
textures and delicate fabrics reflect the sensuality, warmth and poetry of Marcel Wanders. “We selected calm, sensual and appeasing colors
to create a welcoming, iconic environment that becomes a place to be.” Gabriele Chiave, creative director at Marcel Wanders, says.
Either by placing outdoor furniture inside your home or, by bringing the comfort and warmth of the indoors outdoors, and deeply rooted
in the company’s key values of resistance, adaptability and technique, Vondom makes possible to enjoy the In & Outdoor life.
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